Annual Rate Contract for Hiring of Vehicles -2022-2023

Annexure-I

 This rate contract is valid from 1st April 2022 to 31st March 2023.
 ARC Final rates are binding up to 31st March 2023 and even in the event of increase in the price of Diesel/Petrol;
the rates will not be revised.
 All vehicles should have Comprehensive Insurance including the passengers cover.
 Vehicle must be maintained in good conditions, rotating seat, seat cover, matting, shock absorbers, headlights, AC
system, dual airbags etc.
 Manufacturing Model of vehicles should not be earlier than 2018.
 The Travel Agency shall provide only those vehicles (having Tourist Vehicle Permit) to our employees, guests’
place as required by the respective person.
 The Travel Agency shall provide all vehicles mentioned in Quotation to BAIF as and when require and as per
agreement.
 The Travel Agency shall provide only chauffeur driven cars, all drivers provided must be neatly dress, polite and
helping nature, shall follow COVID appropriate behavior and any kind of misbehavior of driver shall cause penalty
which leads up to 25% deduction in total bill.
 As far as possible BAIF will look after the arrangement of lodging and boarding of driver but in exceptional cases
driver and eventually Travel Agency shall look after the arrangement during outstation trips.
 Toll tax, Parking and Passengers Pass to be paid by service provider during transit & will be separately settled by
BAIF against documentary proof /bills at the time of final settlement. Non-compliance shall charge penalty. The
Travel Agency shall require to pay the Road Permit.
 In case of journey which starts in the late part of the day and ends in the early part of the next day, the rates has to be
finalized by mutually on case to case basis.
 BAIF’s offices situated at Urulikanchan, Wagholi shall be considered in local travels as 8hrs /80 kms Package for
cars (like Swift, Xcent, Ertiga Xylo etc.)For Outstation Visit average charging shall be considered 300 kms.
 Vehicle Km charges shall be paid as per vehicle meter reading and meter reading will be considered from Travel
office point to dropping point.
 AC system utilization: Hiring charges will be paid as on utilization of AC system for respective day of use of AC. In
case of more than 2 hour use of AC system; payment for full day will be applicable.
 Booking cancellation charges; Last minute cancellation (i.e. cancellation after vehicle has been already sent for pick
up, natural calamity etc) will be charged as per the charges meant for 8 hrs. /80 kms package.
 Term of payment within 30 days after receiving the bill. Travel Agency ensures to submit signed copy of duty slip,
toll etc copies at the time of billing.
 Vehicles having seating capacity more than 07 seater & if proposed destination is in nearby Mumbai, /
Mahabaleshwar / Bhimashankar (which) is not covered under 300 kms average then for such places, Rates required to
be mentioned by service provider separately in quotation.
 State border entry pass shall be paid by service provider during transit which will be refunded after submitting
documentary proof at the time of billing.

Seal & Signature:

